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25 Market Place, the eastern part of Facy's
an exciting discovery

-

Ruth Gibson
This building was listed Grade II only for its 'Group Value'with a C l8
facade. Again, like so rnany Henley building, its bland street frontage
conceals a much earlier, high quality timber framed rear range with an

'h

interesting history.

It belonged to William Barnaby, one of the town's great benefactors, who
left this and several other properties to the town in 1585 for the upkeep of
the bridge and the poor. It has remained in the town's ownership until it
was put into the care of the Municipal Charities. Whilst Facy's own the
neighbouring Nos 27129131 they have leased No 25 from the Charity since
1896. This continued ownership by the town since the Barnaby bequest
makes it possible to trace back its history part of it was as the 'Rose &
Crown'. The OS map still shows the side passage entrance to the long
burgage plot with its many service buildings; this was blocked and
incorporated into the shop by Ertol Facy's grandfather (verbal

information).

It tumed out that there are five
timber framed bays (or rooms)
forming a long rear range and in
one of them a beautiful medieval
roof truss survives unaltered. The
drawing shows the scissor brace
truss - the first forurd in Henley. It
is very similar to the gpe which
makes up the side aisle of the
Long Gallery of Abingdon Abbey
This dates from c.1430-1450. In
the absence of exact dating from
tree ring work we can assume that
the former Rose & Crown is also
a l5 C building, so already over
100 years old when Barnaby made
hiswill.
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There is some evidence that the next, northern truss was of a similar
construction , but this is now lost Originally it may have been part of a first
floor chamber with views across the market.

25 Market Place
Roof truss, looking
north & profile of brace

Abingdon Abbey
Long Gallery, truss &
profile of brace

Post Script to previous reports on
76 and 78 Bell Street, Henley on Thames.
A hall and cross wing building, dendro dated to 1405
in 1992 and consequently Listed II*
Ruth Gibson

Fig

1

76-74 Bell Street

Recent large-scale repair works to No 76 and roof repairs to No 78 have
made it possible to update observations and recordings about the buildings
made in 1990-93 and the report published in Joumal No 9.

It was now possible to access all of the loft of No l6 and see the structure in
daylight, once the roof covering and the modem central partition had been
removed I have measured and re-drawn the north face of the central arch
braced truss, and the scale drawing is Fig 8. All mortises, empty or with cut
offtenons, as well as still existing purlins and wind braces have been marked
up The missing arch braces and collar have been dotted in; their former
existence shown by the relevant mortises, although those in the eastem principal
rafter were badly damaged during the forceful removal of the collar and braces
This was probably done to make room for the large tank in the loft, whilst the
removal ofthe rear, upper purlin, common rafters and upper windbraces would

have been carried out when the large rear dormgr was installed

Thanks to the strength and qualrty of the timbers and craftsmanshrp which had

goneintoitsconstructionin l405,theroofhassurvrveddespiteall thedrastic
interventions However a great deal of repair work is now necessary and
being carried out by the present owners
The srzes of the main timbers, with some small vanations are :
Central truss rear post c 12" x 14" (30 x 36 cm) including the
pilaster capital

Principal rafters 9'" x 9" (23cm) square
Common rafters 5" x 3" (13 x 7 5 cm) set at irregular c

lft

(30cm) intervals
Tenoned side purlins 6" x 4t/+" (15 x 1lcm)
Cusped wind braces 2Yz" thtck (6cm) x 8-11" wide
(20 to 28 cm)
Arch brace slots 2" wtde,3'/2" deep (5cm x 9cm) & 2 m long
The northern truss, adjacent to which the stairs have been inserted, had also
been constructed as an open arch braced truss, unlike that at the southern end
which is a closed truss. During our earlier recording, we noted the sawn off
arch brace tenons on the face of the principal, and had assumed that the two
bay hall had previously been larger, and cut back when the cross wing was
built However there are no signs on the north side of the principal rafter of a
formerly continuing roof. There are no signs of former sets of purlins or wind
braces All there is, is one empty mortise, which may have originally served
see below
the projecting collar of the cross wing

-

Fig2
Western principal rafter of
north truss showing empty

mortises of former collar. The
horizontal stub appears to be
the collar of truss A of the cross
wing, whose south wallframe
closed ofrthe hall, later replaced
by brick work.

FiS 3
The eastem principal

ofthe south

truss of the hall, showing the
springing of the cusped arch
brace just visible under the lath
and plaster.

The suggestion must therefore be that the hall had two open arch braced
trusses, but that the northern one was closed off by the side wall of a two bay
cross wing There is a narrow gap between the two, 7-8" (0 20cm, showing
that the cross wing has its own complete framing, but with two short collar
stubs protruding from it; the eastem one is connected to the princrpal rafter
the hall, that on the west side only abuts the principal

of

Fig 4

Lattle is visible now of the closed
truss at the south end of the hall, but
next to the breeze blocks and brick
stack, which now serves No 74, one
can just make out a strut between
the tie beam and principal rafter.
This is part of the original framing,
which closed the south gable wall of

the hall before the stack was
Snserted.

Fig 5

East principal rafter of north hall

truss, with two tiers of wind
braces and purlin; also note slots

of former collar and arch brace
on the face of the rafter and the
short stub ofthe collar oftruss B
of the adjoining cross wing, now
No 78

Fig 6

North wall of cross wing, first
floor (No 78) with tension brace

Fig 7

North wall of hall, first floor. Matching
tension brace in the south wall of the cross
wing, but here serving to close off the north
gable of the hall.

The large tension brace visible in the north wall on the first landing of the
former hall (No 76) is in reality part of the south wall of the cross wing and
has an opposite partner in its own north wall Large tension braces have been
found in other medieval Henley buildings, ofwhich Ihe 1325 dated Old Bell, 20
Bell street is the earliest known
Inspection of the front hipped roof of the cross wing also confirmed that the
roof formerly had a gable, which was cut back to align it with the adjoining hall
roof. The new hip rafters are of sawn soft wood, with some re-used material
being evident; alate 186 or l9s century date for this work is likely, which also
dates the brick front wall and parapet
The fact that the hall appears to have ended in an open truss
on its north side and that the side wall of the cross wing provided the end wall,
closing it of[, seems to prove that both are contemporary; i.e the northem
cross wing represents the contemporaiy solar to the hall. This does not exclude
the possibility that there had been original plans for a longer hall with two open
trusses, but that the builder changed his mind and put up a two storey wing

Conclusion

instead.

The research by the Victoria County History team and the publication of
" Henley-on-Thames: Town, Trade and River" by S Townley indicates

(pl9) that the area known as Countess Gardens was the land of the royal

manor of Henley, and it is assumed that this was bounded on the west by Bell
Street It is therefore probable that this hall of modest size, but of high quality
carpentry and design, which on its east abuts the land formerly known as
Countess Gardens, was the first new building on the site of the royal demesne
The manor had been documented in l38l as being 'spoill and dilapidated
leaving only a garden and paslure.'

(Fig 8 overleafl
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Fig

8 North face of the central arch braced truss

The Origins of Wallingford
and South Oxfordshire
Kester George
Many readers will be aware of the Wallingford Burh to Borough Pro1ect, an
in-depth archaeological study of Wallingford on which work began in 2003,
but fewer may know about a conference held on 3l May 2008 which brought
together academic expertise on Wallingford's history The papers given to this
conference were published as British Archaeological Report 494 in2009 {ISBN
978 I 4O13 053 7 0) and will fascinate anyone interested in the history of South
Oxfordshire in general and Wallingford in particular. This article offers a personal

critique of these papers
There is, it seems more evidence of Roman than Saxon settlement in what is
now South Oxfordshire, partly, presumably, because the Romans built in stone
and the Saxons were slow to give up building in wood, and archaeological
"evidence for early Saxon settlement in Wallingford itself is tantaLsingly sparse
at present" {Judy Dewey, Curator of Wallingford Museum) Nonetheless there
were Saxon settlements nearby, in Brightwell (mentioned in a charter of 858)
and earlier in Sutton Courtenay, Dorchester and Benson, while enough has
been found in Wallingford itself to suggest that the site of later Saxon Wallingford
was probably, if sparsely, inhabited for at least some of the time after the
Romans left this part of the country in the 4th century.

ln particular the existence of a 5fr-6ft century pagan cemetery near the river
bank north of St Leonard's church can be taken to suggest that it rnay have
been near "apre-burh community based around a wharf, with a market areE
churches and links to a neighbourhood of other centres to the west and north,
including Sotwell, Brightwell, Mackney and, perhaps, the Clapcot area"
{Dewey} lt is tempting to speculate that this community could have centred
on what is now St Leonard's church, the form and site of which suggests that
it might originally have been a Saxon minster, that is a base for several clergy
concerned to proselytize in the surrounding area in the centuries before the
creation of a parish system
Be that as it may, no one doubts that at least some af the earthen ramparts that
can still be seen in Wallingford were built on the order of King Alfred between
about 880 and 890 It also seems clear that:
(i) Alfred's ramparts "ignored the earlier settlement boundaries"

(Dewey);

(ii) Alfred's burh was conceived as part of a kingdom-wide system
of defence (Dr Roffe), i e it was one 6f sorne 30 such forts
planted around what were then the boundaries of

Wessex

g

iii) With the creation of thrs bzrfi,Wallingford assumed a regional role,
for which there is no previous evidence Along with burhs at
Oxford to the west and Sashes (between Cookham and
Statnes) to the east, Alfred hoped that these forts would
enable him to keep the Danes from crossing the Thames into
his heartland

(iv) There can be no doubt that Wallingford was par excellence a
royal foundation and continued into the l4th century as aroyal
town" (Dr Roffe) "By the late 9th century royal activity is
apparent in the Wallingford area" (Dewey) ln particular
Alfred bought or otherwise acquired land to tlre west and south
of Wallingford eg Cholsey, Moulsford, East Hagboume and
Basildon (KSB Keats-Rohan) and it is easy to see that these
acquisitions would have usefully shored up his own lands to the
east, based on the royal estate centred on Benson They would
also have provided him with more land to offer to those willing
to do him service, building, marntaining and defending his new
burh, which was as big as any in the whole ring of burhs (as
can be seen in the document known as the Burghal Hidage,
which listed the burhs, and was probably produced after
Alfred's death in 899 by his son Edward the Elder, who carried
on his fathers work)
It seems to follow from these conclusions that Wallingford's main histoncal
signifi cance began with Alfred's burh. Indeed "it may well be that up to about
1300 rt had always been a garrison town with a command economy. .. lt
existed first for the [Saxon] palace and then for the fNorman] castle. Once
royal interest and patronage was withdrawn, the town found itself in search

of a role" (Dr Roffe)
Given that the creation of Alfred's burh was so basic to the history of the
town, I would have hoped that the study would have gone on to discuss how
the immense task of building the earthen ramparts (and diverting the streams
around them) was or could have been undertaken, particularly since, I believe,
this would show up the crucial interaction between Wallingford and the
surrounding areaof modem South Oxfordshire: crucial beczuse without an influx
of organised manpower, it is unclear how a burh could have been built, or at
least built on the same unusually large scale Unfortunately the evidence for
this lies mainly in written material, particularly the writings attributed to Alfred
himself, rather than in any archaeological remains, so would presumably require
an extension of the Pro..lect's terms of reference.
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The Project papers do admittedly touch on this apparent interaction in Dr
Roffe's analysis of Wallingford in Domesday Book, where he notes that twelve
thegns of Oxfordshire had land in Walfingford (ten of these thegns have their
estates identifi ed as West Newington, Dorchester, Ewefme, Pyrton, Caversham,

lt

Watl ington, Waterperry, Crowmarsh, Shirburn, and SouthWeston) Moreover

Roffe goes on to quote Maitland's view that the properties in the borough
belonging to rural marlors "were probably related to their lord's obligatron to
forti! and defend the borough" But that is rt
Thereafter the Study goes into an interesting but, I feel, misleading companson,

by Matt Edgeworth, of the burh at Bedford with that at Wallingford. I say
misleadrng only because of the use to which Edgeworth puts it, arguing as he
does, first and most convincingly that the burh at Bedford was built in
two or more distinct phases, and secondly that Wallingford was, or at least
may have been, subject to the same treatment This latter assumption seems
to me to take the current historical and archaeological evidence too casually.
Whereas his findings on Bedford are in tune with the evidence {i e. that the
great Mercian king, Off4 burlt burhs in the century before Alfred and that
one of them was at Bedford; also with the report that Edward the Elder built
a burh at Bedford, (on the opposite side of the river Ouse), as the Project
recognises, there is no current evidence that anyone rebuilt or extended Alfred's

burh at Wallingford before the Normans crammed in their castle between
1067 and l07l This is not, of course, to deny that continuous maintenance
would have been needed, particularly to keep the waterways flowing cleanly,
but, as is recognised in the Prolect papers, such excavation as there has been
so far in the open spaces of the Bullcroft and Kinecroft suggests that there
always were open spaces within the rampartsl ust as there were around Alfred's
burh in London. Nor should this surprise us: such spaces could have been
vital for livestock, or supplies, or refugees from the surrounding countryside

ln short, if the example of Bedford is relevant to Wallingford, it is because it
shows up how different was the history of the two towns Moreover, while it
may be "important to remember .. that the construction of Wallingford's first

and earliest'urban'occupation on the site did not necessarily occur
simultaneously," given the current evidence to the contrary, may it not be more
interesting to follow up Katherine Keats-Rohan's observation that the origins
of the Norman honour of Wallingford "seem clearly to have lain in a territory
composed of royal lands assembled for defensive purposes at the time of the
burh's creation"?

In the words of David Roffe's Introductlon to these Project papers, "Much
remains to be done if the early history of WalLngford is to be more fully
understood and it is to be fitted into its broader context " To this end may I
respectfully draw attention to Alfred's wrrtings (e,g. his translation of Boethius's
Consolation of Philosophy) and to the parish boundaries of South Oxfordshire,
which, in some instances, seem to me to go back to estates created by Alfred
for the sake of his burh at Wallrngford?
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Report on dating buildings by the
Oxford Dendrochronology Laboratory
during the Victoria County History Project in
Henley,
Grant aided by the Marc Fitch Fund
RuthGibson
93-95 Bell Street

Date: 1758/9 for rear range only

Despite its late date the rear wing, housing the
bake oven and stores was still built in the
timber frame tradition of previous centuries.
Located in the northem entrance to the town, this was originally a rather
grand house of which 4 unequal bays remain, It is aligned along the street
taking up a wide plot and evidently built for a wealthy owner. The two southern
bays represent either a hall (but without signs of sooting) or a first floor solar
with an arch braced truss, of which the principal rafters remain, as well as
moulded purlins and wind braces. The two northern bays which form one
large room on each floor, retarn richly moulded ceiling beams, wall plates,
posts, knee braces and also cusped wind braces The double hollow chamfer
mouldings indicate a date between 1450 and 1500. None of the timbers gave
dendro dates, as they are fast grown However a three bay rear range produced
a date of 1l5819,this was very likely built when the house had gone down the

social scale and become a bakery, for which there is good documentary
evidence tn 1711 from the 'beating of the bounds'ceremony. The fact that the

building straddled the Henley and Bensington boundaries meant that the
instruction said to go 'through the window and the oven' of Mr Toomeq
baker

l3

Barnaby Cottages 8-16 New Street

No results due to fast,
purpose grown oak which
does not have sufficient tree
rings for dating, but is of
very high quality.

A well documented group of originally two buildings, subdivided into 5 cottages
in the l8 C, and part ofthe Charity left to the town by William Bamaby in 1588
for the upkeep of bridge, church and poor. It now belongs to the Henley Housing
Trust. The houses are built parallel to the road and consist of 5 unequal bays
All have wide, flat laid ceiling joists and their trusses, of good qualiry scantling,

are of the single crown strut type, with clasped purlins. Quite a number of
these trusses have been identified in Henley, all in timber framed buildings of
high quality throughout and appear to repesent the intermediate phases between
crown post and queen strut with side purlin roofs. One Henley building of this
type at 13 Gravel Htll (see page 20) has been dendro dated to 1454, another
outside Henley in an aisled barn was dendro dated to 1443 by the Oxford
Dendro Laboratory. Therefore a mid 15 C date for this group is also suggested

Baltic Cottage 60 Friday Street
Date
Date

: 1438/9 for two baY hall
: ls37l8 for cross wing,
which is the right hand
part of the building.

l4

This two bay hall house is located close to the river at the eastern end of
Friday Street. It has a medieval smoke blackened crown post roof, the first
one to be identified in the town. A large brick stack has been inserted in the
centre, creating a lobby entr;r house. The two storey cross wing was built at
the western end in 1537l8,by which time the hall would have been chambered
over, as there is no sooting of the cross wing tirnbers. An exrtension of c. 1800
is just visible on the left/east side; this is now called Baltic House and is accessed
from Thameside.

Speaker's House

44146

Hart Street

The cross wing of Speaker's House was tested.
No results due to fast grown timbers.
Picture on right shows central truss with later inserted
chimney behind
This timber framed, jettied building occupies a key location at the eastern
entrance to the town, together with its elegufi mid 17 C neighbours at 48/50
Hart Street. It is said to be the birthplace of Speaker Lenthall (17 C) and was
probably built as a jettied cross wing to a hall, which in turn has been rebuilt
and now consists of two jettied storeys with attic. Only one of the central
trusses in the 4 bay cross wing was tested, as it survived with least alterations
in a building which has undergone many alterations over the centuries. This
truss is of heavy scantling, the posts have spl4yed heads, the collar which
clasps the purlin is supported by a central croyr'n strut and curved struts on either
side in the shape of a fan (see also l3 Gravel Hill p20 ).
15

Tudor House 49 Duke Street

Date:

1569-1601

This is a modest llz storey house, j ettied at both front and rear, built gable end
onto the street near the corner of Duke and Fnday Street. This gable end is a
complete rebuild dating to the 1930s, when the stuccoed front and Georgian
windows were removed. It is the only survivor of its kind in this street, which
leads to the central cross roads/market place of the medieval planned town. A
photograph of the 1860s which has a view of the now demolished west side of
the street, shows nothing but jettied buildings crowded onto the narrow footway,
illustrating the early importance and pressure on the street, which probably
predates the medieval plan of Hart Street and Market Place Tudor House
may have been the storied cross wing to a now vanished hall It has square laid
joists and the typical Henley single crown strut from cambered tie to collar
truss, arch braces from posts to tie, clasped purlins and curved wind braces
Its date appears late for a building of this type, but the use of much second
hand timbers in its construction has blurred the picture

The Old White Hart
19/21

Hart Street Date

1530/31

The date is for the rear lodging
ranges of this courtyard inn.
Separate dendro dates obtained
for all three jettied lodging ranges
which formally had a continuous
corridor gallery around the yard
t6

The earliest documents for this building go back to 1428, when 'Le Herte'
hospice is mentioned in the High Street (previous narne for Hart Street) The
south/street front still retains the remnant of a sooted crown post roof, but it
was not possible to dendro date it It may well date to the first half of the l5 C

or earlier
Part of the lodging range consists of a two bay former open hall with a large
brick fire place and splendid arch braced central truss, probably built to replace
the former medieval hall when it had to make way for the large carriage arch
The courtyard ranges have brick built outer walls as well as some brick partition
walls (c 2" bricks laid in English bond throughout) On the courtyard side the
ranges have timber framed upper floors and support a first floor gallery on
jettied floor joists This allowed access to the various lodgings and
communication between the different parts of the ranges at first floor level.
Much of this corridor arrangement survives and can be seen in the exposed
framing of what is now a first floor restaurant in the east range. Many of the
datable den&o cores come from thelettyjoists, which are vertically laid (rather
than square or flat) and are particularly early examples of this method of
construction, which is more usually seen in l7 C and later buildings.

1530/31 dated building materials and
features, all important as they are early
for that period and set a useful bench mark

Vertically laid ceiling joist
and large section transverse
joist, cut back underneath so
that they are all level & do
not represent a danger to
passing horse traffic

Exterior wall,2" bricks laid
in English bond with burnt
treaftr diaper work

l1

Granary Cottage

l0

Thameside

&

Barn

Cottage 73 Friday
Date: 1549/50

Street

Granary Cottage and Barn
Cottage, which it adjoins near the
corner ofFriday Street, form an

interesting group of (almost)
continuous timber framed jettied

buildings along Thameside and
Friday Street.
Although only Granary Cottage has resulted in positive dating, one needs to
look at the group as a whole. They were used as grain stores during their
known history which only goes back to the late 18th century
Photographs ofthe late l9th and early

20th centuries certainly show them
with shuttered and barred upper
openings and bam and stable type
doors at the ground floor.
However they have chamfered and
stopped ceiling joists of excellent
quality; in the case of Barn Cottage
a splendid dragon beam for the

jettied aomer
The joists at the furthest western end of Friday Street (which unfortunately
were not suitable for dendro dating) are flat laid and closely spaced, whilst
further along towards the eastem end and into Thameside, at Granary and
Barn Cottages the joists are almost square cut. There are clearly two building
phases, with a narrow gap between no 7l Friday Cottage and73 Bam Cottage
The purpose of these ranges at the time of construction was probably a dual
one; that of officeVshops and possibly accommodation on the ground floor
and safe storage upstalrs (from water and thieves) of goods, which either
awaited shipment downstream or sale and collection after arrival by barge at
this medieval entrepot
The entire group is an important survivor and witness of the all important river
trade between Henley and London to which Henley owes its success after its
foundation as a medieval planned town

l8

The

Bear

Dates

77-79

of 1438 &

&

1590

81 Bell Street

of 81 only

A courtyard building behind a four
gabled front, which abuts the main
street of Henley from the north, the

Oxford and Marlow roads. It has
two long back ranges, reached
through a carriage archway The
building is first mentioned as 'the

Bear' in 1666 ( Ann Cottingham

'The Hostelries of Henley'),
however its various parts date
from different periods. The earliest
dendro date comes from a small

two bay rear range. Its tall corner
post and long arch brace are just

of the
top photograph This was a
visible on the extreme left

separate open hall and may have
had a smoke bay in its smallest bay
It was extended sideways in 1590

and probably used as the inn's
kitchen, as all timbers are sooted
including the 1590s roof structure

The two gables on the right are no.81
8l and used as ofifices)dates
from the l7 C. whilst the two gables on the left, including the one over the
gateway, have crown strut trusses of excellent qualiry and may date to the
mid 15 C. or earlier The same goes for the long rear range behind them,
which is visible on the nght of the upper photograph Behind the weather
boarded exterior is an impressive four bay chamber with crown strut trusses
The right hand side of the gabled front range (now

which have cambered ties and collars, curved wall and wind braces This may
have been the parlour mentioned in a 1683 Inventory of the innholder John
Dolton It contained a court cupboard, leather chairs, a fireplace and five
musical instruments

19

9/ll and l3 Gravel Hill

Date: 1454 for no.l3 only

South side of Gravel Hill, no.13 now called Nunn's Barn
after the 20 C. builders who renovated it and who
remodelled the fenestration completely.
No.l3 is located between the terraces of smaller cottages on both
sides. It was only possible to investigate those on the left.
No l3 is the tall, gabled building in the centre and displays a crown strut roof
with braces in the shape of a fan in its gable. It is a two storey cross wing,
added to a group of former small hall houses on its lefi/east side. These may
have been built as renters to be used as workshops- Nos 9 and 11 have single
crown strut trusses which are sooted on both sides, indicating a group of
adjoining halls. No evidence of contemporary rear out buildings survive.
The clean rafter feet and wall plate of the adjoining cross wing on the west
side (now no.13) are visible in the attic just behind the sooted collar and
supporting crown strut of the hall roof of no. I 1. This shows two things: the
cross wing was an addition to the small halls and it was built after the halls had
been chambered over, as there is not a hint of smoke blackening on the roof
timbers of no. 13, although they are present in the sooted attic of no. I l. A large
multiple flue rear stack now serves both formerhalls. The rafters of no.13
provided the dendro dates.

Although no dendros dates resulted fiom the cores taken from the sooted
timbers of the small halls, the 1454 date provides a good terminus ante quem
20

for their construction The positive dating of these buildings furthermore helps
with approximate dating of similar buildings in the town (see Bamaby Cottages
and parts of the Old Bear)

Other similar roof trusses with early to mid l5 C. examples are known from
the high status Ewelme Almshouses and an aisled barn at Burrow Farm,
Hambleden, confirming thir prevalence in a period between the demise of the
crown post roof and the queen strut side purlin one, which uses considerably
less timber for rts construction.

Countess Gardens

88 Bell Street

Date: 1611 roof only

One of the town's grandest houses, located at the northem entrance to the
town rather than its medieval centre. It takes its name from the large ground
behind which is associated with the former royal manor of Henley,

It is built of silver grey bricks with

gauged red window arches and elegant
panelled
and an elegant open string staircase
door case Much ofthe interior is
is located in the rear entrance hall Its tumed balusters and toads-back hand
rail are typical forthe early l8 C. The roof is divided into three low ridges,
ending in hips, all hidden by a tall parapet. The date l6l I shows that second
hand trmbers were used for the construction of the rafters, single purlins and
irregular struts ofthe hidden roof. This is surprising in a ghouse ofthis status,
but confirms that appearance and show were of parirnount importance to its
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C burlder

'
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The Old Bell

20 Bell Streel

Date: 1325 from the roof and wall
timbers of the fronl and central bays

A small public house in the former North Street located close to the market
place of the planned town. Behind the 1930s mock framing and brickwork is
hidden amedieval, three bay, jettiedbuildingwhich preservesthetown's earliest
known and most complete crown post roof.
The central truss consists of an octagonal shaft and moulded plinth, supported

on a slightly cambered tie beam and heavy braces. It has a richly moulded
capital from which four braces rise to the collar purlin and collar. The splayed
head of a gothic arch is preserved behind a now blocked opening located
under the steeply cambered west/front tie beam (ust visible in the centre back
of the photograph) This window or oriel would have illuminated a solar or
upper chamber under its splendid crown post roof, with service rooms below.
The only 5 70m wide building suggests that it was once the cross wing to a
larger structure, very probably a hall It has not been possible to find any
traces as both sides have early to mid l9 C buildings but there is documentary
as well as physical evidence which indicates connections to both sides
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